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Abstract—We present a new form recognition technique.
In our work, we were especially interested in developing a
“template-free” form recognition technique that extracts and
recognizes target characters without pre-defined layout knowl-
edge (form-template). We also attempted to overcome well-
known difficulties in developing template-free form recognition
techniques, i.e., extracting items from noisy form images and
ambiguous alignment layout forms. We were able to use a
hypothesis testing approach to successfully extract such items
from such form images.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A great many documents, or forms, are used in business

every day. In government offices and banks, for instance,

personnel have to handle forms that clients use to pay taxes

and pay for utilities such as gas and water. Attempts have

been made to make their work load easier by imaging

standard forms from which they can acquire data. A tra-

ditional way of doing this, one that has been used by many

businesses, is to use optical character recognition (OCR)

in the handling of forms. Using OCR has improved work

quality in these businesses and greatly reduced the amount

of time that personnel spend in handling forms. In most

cases where OCR is used, templates are formed to enable

users to know where target strings are printed. These may

include items such as the due date, the amount of money,

and the client account number. However, there are many

forms for which the formation of such templates cannot be

applied. This is because each form layout needs its own form

template and asking the workforce members to make a new

form template on their own is quite a costly task.

To resolve these issues, we present a method of extracting

and recognizing target characters without using a pre-defined

form template. We call this method the ”Template-free Form

Recognition” technique.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,

we introduce the concept of template-free form recognition

and problems we needed to solve. In Section III, we present

our proposed template-free form recognition algorithm. We

evaluate our method in Section IV and summarize with a

review of key points in Section V.
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II. OUTLINE OF FORM RECOGNITION SYSTEM

A. Form Recognition based on Form-template

One of the major business uses of form OCR is reading

strings on form images that have attributes such as the date,

the amount of money, and various payment sheet numbers.

When we use such OCR products, we usually have to pre-

define a coordinate and a target string attribute. We also

need to make a form template that has a correlation with

the target form layout.

Figure.1 shows an example recognition flow on form

OCR. Most form OCR products mainly consist of two major

modules, i.e., a field extractor and a character recognizer.

The field extractor first refers to the form template to extract

the target character areas (e.g., the date, account number, and

amount of payment). Here, the form template has a position

and an attribute of target strings. The character recognizer

then uses the field extractor to read the extracted area and

outputs the recognition results and their attributes.

Such “template-based form OCR” is applicable to

businesses that handle only single-formed or particular

application-dependent layout forms (Where all forms have

the same fixed layout). On the other hand, when there is

need to handle various layout forms at one time, such as

in the case of batch processing, template-based form OCR
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cannot be used to recognize or analyze different layout

forms. This is because each form layout needs to have its

own correlating form template and form templates are made

manually. Thus, it is quite a costly task to define a new

form template. Hence, when the number of form layouts

becomes larger, it becomes almost impossible to make form

templates manually. Therefore, it is essential to develop a

new form recognition method that can extract and recognize

target characters without pre-defined form templates, i.e.,

“Template-free Form Recognition”.

B. Concept of Template-free Form Recognition

The basic concept of template-free form recognition is

the extracting and recognizing of label-value relations from

all strings in a form image without pre-defined layout

knowledge. Here, ”label” and ”value” are item components.

“Label” is a keyword that indicates a data attribute and a

data heading and “value” is a string that means data. Label

and value examples are illustrated in Figure 2. Extracting the

relation between ”label” and ”value” allows us to determine

where target strings are printed and what the target strings

mean.

C. Related Work

Over the past few years, a number of studies have been

made on relation extraction between two strings without pre-

defined layout knowledge [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].

In [3], a method for analyzing the specific logical structure

of a table layout was reported. In this method, a logical

structure template was described by a Bayesian framework

as an isomorphic graphical model of the generic logical

structure and is pre-defined by users. The template is also

used in attempts to match the logical target form layout

structure by belief propagation. It was demonstrated that

his approach is effective for three form types having an

application-dependent unknown layout. To cite other cases,

meta-data extraction from a portable document format (PDF)

document was proposed in [4], [6]. Methods of this type may

indicate desire on the part of the authors to extract certain

paper characteristics such as title, author, author affiliation,

figure captions, and chapter indexes. Most PDF analysis
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approaches commonly rely upon physical features of the

document. Physical features such as zoning, font size, font

style, and geometric information are obtained from digitized

PDF information. However, these features do not include

noises or recognition errors.

Previously, we introduced a label-value extraction method

in [2]. In this method, label-value relations can be extracted

by referring to a pre-defined label list and by checking cell-

linking from an orderly table layout form. This procedure

is as follows. First, label strings are extracted from all

recognized strings by matching to the label list. The label list

is a list of label strings and their attributes that are common

to all form layouts. Values are then extracted from cells

adjacent to label cells.

D. Tasks

As mentioned in the above section, several label-value

extraction methods have already been reported. However,

little attention has been given to develop a method that solves

the following problems simultaneously.

∙ Extracting label strings and value strings from

noisy/low quality documents

∙ Extracting label-value relation alignment relations from

ambiguous layout forms

The details of these problems are described as follows.

1) Relation extraction from noisy image: It is quite

difficult to maintain high accuracy in character recognition

efficiency for noisy/low quality images. Label and value

strings are extracted by matching their recognition results

to pre-defined label and value keywords. Thus, if the recog-

nition results include some mis-recognized character results,

the label-value extraction results should fail. Therefore, the

mis-extraction of the label-value relation increases for noisy

images.

2) Relation extraction from ambiguous layouts: Most

early researches focused on analyzing an orderly table layout

based on a cell-linking relation (Figure 3). On the other

hand, in the case of analyzing a non-orderly cell layout,

it is insufficient to check only cell-linking information for

determining a positional relation between two strings. Since

the alignment pattern of two strings not only has an adjacent

cell relation but also one cell relation and a neighboring

string relation, the positional relation may contain ambigu-

ous alignment (Figure 4).

Our goal is to develop a label-value relation extraction

method that can solve these problems simultaneously.
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<Date>  ::= “記入日” (W1) | “作成日” (W2) | “ご利用日” (W3) ;

<Number>  ::= “会員番号” (W4) | “登録番号” (W5) ;

<Amount>  ::= “入金額” (W6) | “金額” (W7) | “納付額” (W8) ;

Figure 6. Label list

<n> ::= “1” | “2” | “3” | “4” | “5” | “6” | “7” | “8” | “9” | “0” ;

<Date>  ::= <n><n> “.” <n><n> “.” <n><n>  |

<n><n> “/” <n><n> “/” <n><n> ;  (D1)

<Number>  ::= <n><n><n> “-” <n> “-” <n><n><n> ; (D2)

<Amount>  ::= “¥” <n><n><n><n>  |  “¥” <n><n><n><n><n> |

<n> “,” <n><n><n>  | <n><n> “,” <n><n><n> ; (D3)

Figure 7. Value dictionary

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Concept of Proposed Method

In our method, label-value relations are extracted by

calculating three different score types, i.e., label score, value

score, and alignment score. These scores are calculated

independently by each module. Label-value relations are

determined by integrating these scores. In other words, to

test all possible label-value relation candidates exhaustively,

our method generates each hypothesis independently and

finally verifies all combinations of these generated hypothe-

ses. Hence, our method cannot possibly maintain robustness

for ambiguity vs. layout and character recognition errors.

An extraction flow is illustrated in Figure 5. Cells and

strings are first extracted from a form image (step I). One

cell and string extraction method has already been reported

in [1].

Second, extracted strings are recognized (step II). Recog-

nition results are represented as a candidate lattice.

Next, three types of hypotheses are generated. Label score

(step III-a), Value score (step III-b), and Alignment score

(step III-c) are calculated by each module independently. We

describe these score calculation methods in the following

sections.

Finally, label-value relations are determined by testing all

the combinations of generated hypotheses. To be specific,

this method extracts label-value relations based on link

scores, which can be obtained by integrating label, value, and

alignment scores (step IV,V). We next describe in detail how

to integrate calculated label, value, and alignment scores.

B. Label and value scores

Label score ������(��,��) is the probability that a

certain string �� matches the Label �� defined by Label

list. The value score ������(�� , ��) is the probability that

a certain string �� matches a syntactic rule �� defined by
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Figure 8. Candidate lattice

the value dictionary. Label list and value dictionary scores

are shown in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively. In both dictionaries,

the BNF (Backus-Naur Form) apparently holds. In this case,

labels �1, �2, and �3 and the value’s rule �1 have the

attribute of “date”, i.e., �4, �5, and �2 have the attribute

of “account number” �6, �7, �8, and �3 has the attribute

of “amount of money”, respectively.

Each string recognition result is represented by the can-

didate lattice shown in Fig. 8. Each lattice node shows a

segmented character image and its recognition candidates

and scores.

Label and value scores can be calculated based on each

individual character classifier scores of the candidate lattice.

We defined label and value scores as being the average of

the individual character scores as shown in (1),(2).

������(��,��) =
1

�

�
∑

�=1

������(��,��)� (1)

������(�� , ��) =
1

�

�
∑

�=1

������(�� , ��)� (2)

where ������(��,��)� and ������(�� , ��) denote the

classifier score of the �-th character (if �� matches �� and

�� matches ��), respectively.

Figure 8 indicates an example of how to calculate value

score. Referring to the syntactic rules of each attribute,

dynamic programming searches the optimum partial path

for each rule. In the case of Fig. 8, two syntactic paths are

found. Path � → � → � → � → � → � → � matches

the amount of money attribute “173,700”(173000 yen) and

path � → � → � → � → � matches the date attribute

“11.3.7”(mar. 7, 2011).

C. Alignment score

Alignment score ������(��, ��) is the probability that a

positional relation between two strings (��, ��) is appropri-
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ate for a label-value relation. To detect all the possible label-

value relation candidates from an ambiguous layout, our

method attempts to quantify the positional relation strength

of every string pair (��, ��).

Alignment patterns between two strings can be catego-

rized into three types (see Fig. 9), i.e., adjacent cell relation,

one cell relation, and neighboring string relation.

We defined penalty rules of positional relations. The

penalty rules indicate the non-orderliness of two-string

alignment as a label-value relation, using penalty function

��(�, �). Figure 10 shows examples of penalty rules.

We defined alignment score ������(��, ��) by the fol-

Alignment

type

Penalty patterns 

of positional relation

Penalty

function

Adjacent

cell

Label is located at

edge of cell

Height of frame: 

Label`s > Value`s

One cell Label is located at

right of value

Neighboring

string

Height of strings are

quite different

Label and value are

distantly located

Label is located at

right of value

h1

h2
g2(i, j) = h1/h2

d2d1

d1d2 g3(i, j) = d1/d2

g1(i, j) = d1/d2

h1 h2

g4(i, j) = h1/h2

d1
w1

d1d2

g5(i, j) = d1/w1

g6(i, j) = d1/d2

Label Value

（If  h1 > h2）

（If  h1 > h2）

g4(i, j) = h2/h1
（If  h1 < h2）

（If  d1 > 2×w1）

Figure 10. Penalty patterns

lowing equation:

������(��, ��) = 1−

�
∑

�=1

��(�, �) (3)

where � is the number of penalty rules.
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D. Extraction of Label-value Relation

The label-value relation is determined by link score

�����(��, ��). If the �����(��, ��) is greater than threshold

������, the string pair (��, ��) is extracted as a label-value

relation.

The link score is expressed by the following equation:

�����(��, ��) = max
∀�,�

{

������(��, ��)×
{

������(��,��) + ������(�� , ��)
}

∣

∣

∣
����(��) = ����(��)

}

where ����(�) is a function that returns the attribute of

dictionary �.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluated our method on 200 form image samples

of a payment slip (200 dpi, binary bitmap) that includes

noisy characters and ambiguous alignment of the label-

value relation. Out test samples are collected by scaning

tax payment slips, which used in Japanese banks and local

goverments. Extraction targets comprised three attributes:

amount of payment, account number, and due date. The

average of the number of strings on a form image is

approximately 400 while those of target strings pairs is 5.5.

A recall-precision curve is shown in Fig. 11. The “Correct

position” legend shows that target positions are successfully

extracted and the “Correct position & string” legend shows

that both positions and characters are successfully extracted.

This graph shows that our method can achieve 85% recall

rate and robustly extract label-value relations from noisy

images and ambiguous alignment forms.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a “template-free form recognition”

technique that extracts a label-value relation from various

layout forms without pre-defined layout knowledge. Our

method independently generates three different hypotheses

(scores): i.e., label score, value score, and alignment score

and finally determines a label-value relation by verifying all

the possible combinations of these hypotheses. The evalua-

tion demonstrated that our method maintains robustness for

ambiguous layouts and noisy/low quality images.
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